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THEME:
A good mystery sparks the imagination and encourages appreciation of the unexplained marvels of life.

PROGRAM SUMMARY:
Ralph, a short-order cook, rescues a kidnapped opera singer from Big Al and his gang of nasty rats. Detective LeVar takes viewers to the “scene of the crime”—the docks. While he is there, he learns about Big Momma Blue, a crane that loads and unloads freighters, and then goes for a spin on a tugboat to find out how they are used.

TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION:
Invite students to share a mysterious event that occurred in their lives. How did they go about solving the mystery?
Discuss with students how people solve mysteries. What makes a good mystery? Why do people like mysteries?
Have students respond to the same question LeVar asks the children in the program, “What do you love to do best in the whole world and why?”
Invite students to share experiences they have had on boats or ships.

CURRICULUM EXTENSION ACTIVITIES:
Set up a chart that lists the basic elements of a mystery: something has happened that no one can explain; someone is identified to solve the mystery; clues to the mystery must be organized and followed; suspects are identified, and we find out what really happened (i.e., the mystery is solved). Leave space on the chart beneath each of these five elements. Review the story of Mystery on the Docks with the students and write the details (using a different color marker) under the correct element.

Brainstorm with the students a list of qualities that a good detective must have. Compare Ralph, the cook-turned-detective in the story, with these qualities. Have students think of other detectives they know from books (such as Nate the Great) and discuss how well they match the items on the list.

While the children are out of the classroom, invite another teacher the children know well to visit and leave some clues behind as to her/his identity. These clues might be a hat or scarf she/he always wears on the playground, an item that is unique to her/his classroom or subject, something that shows a personal interest of that teacher, etc. When the children return, let them know that someone was there while they were gone and ask them to try to figure out who it was. List clues they find on the chalkboard. When they figure out who the mystery person is, ask them to explain how they put the clues together to solve the mystery.

Have students make up coded messages and trade them with each other. Use a code such as A = 1, B = 2, C = 3, etc. Put the code on the board or a chart so students can refer to it to decode their messages.

As a class, compose two news articles: one based on the kidnapping of the opera singer and the other on the solution to the mystery. Discuss the 5 W’s of news reporting—who, what, when, where, why (or how)—before writing. Take dictation of the students’ ideas. Refer to the book if they have difficulty recalling details. Edit the news “copy” as a group and give both articles a headline.

Conduct a survey among class members of their favorite singers. Have students graph the results. To make a larger survey, they might pose the question to other classrooms in the school. (Sometimes a graph of this nature may be too large because too many names are mentioned. To make it more manageable, have the class decide on five or six of the most popular names after they have finished their own survey. Then, in the other classrooms they survey, students will have a forced choice response.)

Give students a brief definition of “opera” (a form of theatrical presentation in which a dramatic performance is set to music). Perhaps the music teacher or another staff member who has an interest in opera could help with the explanation. Listen to some opera recordings and discuss the special talents needed to become an opera singer. Discuss differences students notice between opera and other kinds of music.

Have students research different kinds of boats (e.g., canoe, gondola, ferry, aircraft carrier, kayak, tanker, ocean liner, steamboat, yacht, windjammer, junk, hydrofoil, tugboat, etc.). Give them 3 x 5 index cards and have them put facts about the boats on one side of the card and a picture of the boat on the other. Put the fact cards on a metal ring and place the set in the classroom library.
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